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the poker world is abuzz with news of a possible 2019 world series of poker. while major details have yet to be released, sources within the poker world say that the wsop main event will return in 2020. it would be the eighth time the event has been held as only three other
wsop main events have been held in the space of twenty-four years. more than a few pros are hoping for an end-of-the-cycle restoration of the main event. with the massive prize pool, and the fact that it's being held in the same location as the one before it, it makes it easier

for many pros to travel.  after you choose the size of the tournament from the "how long?" selection and have specified the number of rounds, number of levels, and tournament entry fee, you are ready to chose the type of tournament. a quick glance at the player's
championship poker section will give you a good overview of what are available to you. "the bracelet is symbol of the world series of poker and its prestige, but the world series might look very different in the future. will the world series of poker restore the main event in the
coming years? and what does the future hold for the cash game poker?" peter antonacci asked the question on the online world poker tour forum. antonacci is a ranking senior software engineer at kenmod software, but for the last 18 years he has been heavily involved in

poker tournament structures and poker tournament administration and development, for both wsop main events and other poker tournament events worldwide. one of the most famous poker tournament structures is the party poker poker tournament program which is used
at 1,800,000 club poker tournament tables worldwide, with its own vip program.
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